ASK THE EXPERT

Keeping
grounded

Question: How can companies benefit from efficient
industry flooring in their regional storage facilities?
why the logistics sector has
increased its focus on flooring

the potential to save time and
money with the right concrete

how laser levelling can boost
automation and efficiency

Following the growth of the Middle East
logistics industry, and the corresponding
increase in demand for warehouse space,
companies are exploring a variety of
different measures to ensure their supply
chain operations are efficient. An area that
has increased in importance over the years
is flooring, especially with the installation
of heavier and higher racking systems,
which require concrete floors with greater
tolerance standards. Damaged or unlevel
floors can have dramatic implications on
the transportation and storage of stock,
including product damage, costly repairs
and delayed deliveries.

Successful concrete floors are the result
of a detailed planning process, which
focuses on the needs of the user to deliver
the appropriate tolerances and quality
required. Part of this process involves a
design brief and establishing performancebased specifications. The finished concrete
slab is then tested against this specification
to ensure the final product will perform as
designed. The basic steps of the process to
reduce the hidden costs of remedial and
maintenance repairs include the correct
floor specification, well-prepared ground
work, proper reinforcement, well-planned
joints appropriately spaced and the correct
concrete mix.

An unlevel storage facility floor will
impact other handling systems in the
facility, such as pallet racks, automated
storage and retrieval systems, conveyors,
horizontal carousels and narrow-aisle
lift truck operations. Therefore, it is vital
that all measures are taken to ensure a
completely flat service. Traditional hand
screed methods of construction, whether
using a straight-edge or vibro-strike type
tool, rely heavily on the skill of the team
to set accurate wet pads and follow them
precisely. Even amongst the most qualified
team, errors between reference points will
inevitably occur. A laser screed machine can
be utilised to offer precise flatness and level
maintenance, as the machine’s laser control
system ensures an accurate finished level
through the use of electro-hydraulic controls
and allows for easier and fast construction.
Laser receivers mounted on the screed head
receive a signal from a transmitter providing
automatic control to finished floor level.

Making the right decisions at
the initial planning stages

OTHER IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS

When building a storage facility, the first
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Understanding the perils of
poorly constructed flooring
Excessive joints, unexpected cracks and
uneven floors are at the very least unsightly
and at the worst debilitating. Badly
positioned joints or large open cracks in
aisles or free movement areas can slow
down materials handling equipment
movement, cause unnecessary wear to
tyres, wheels and bearings, and potentially
cause instability with loads. Uneven floors
can have the same negative effect, slowing
production and adding cost. A poorly
designed and improperly constructed floor
may have problems such as cracking,
inadequate joint performance and poor
surface tolerance. Various repairs can
often rectify many of these defects, but
at a great cost of time and money.

